Trust as a Service
Decentralized escrow platform.
Marketplace for Web 3.0.
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Market positioning
Smartlink is building a decentralized escrow platform for Web 3.0 enabling individuals
and businesses to buy and sell products and services with cryptocurrencies while
avoiding all risks of losing money to fraud and online scams.
Smartlink introduces Trust-as-a-Service, powering the next generation of payments processing and marketplaces by
leveraging the power of Tezos institutional-grade smart contracts.
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Problems we solve
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Crypto users su er from lack of
established mediums and marketplaces
to seamlessly spend cryptocurrencies.
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Marketplaces and payment gateways
incur high costs and long settlement
periods due to legacy banking platforms.
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The security and scalability of
Tezos smart contracts outperform
that of Ethereum.
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The risk of fraud in the payments
industry continues to evolve and intensify
with new trends of fraudsters' conduct.
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Transactional paradigms in some spaces are moving faster toward blockchain than others
however the global marketplace is still running behind

*Platforms involving commercial transactions such as payments gateways, marketplaces or eCommerce sites
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Even though companies such as PayPal and Visa are starting
to gradually accept cryptocurrencies as means of payment,
they currently don’t have the infrastructure to o er native,
tamper-proof, and trustless services to their customers.
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It will take years to build their own ecosystem and migrate
from legacy platforms to blockchain architectures paving
the way for new market opportunities.
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‘Over 100 million people are now crypto users’

Source: Binance report

👉 While it is easy to buy crypto on exchanges, it is harder to spend it on tangible items or services.

Exchanges

DEXs

Marketplaces

Web3 wallet

Web3 wallet

eCommerce platforms

Crypto Holder
Dapps

Business transactions
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Why Smartlink?
The need for a robust trust mechanism enabling supply and demand to interact without worrying about economic
protection is becoming more prominent as online transactions are reaching their apex.
Smartlink aims to create a platform where buyers and sellers can meet in a safe environment while being
incentivized through:

Crypto-friendly platform

Protection from fraud

Lower transaction fees

Pay-as-you-go mechanisms

Reward program

Private & public transactions
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Overview
Smartlink is building a decentralized escrow platform for Web 3.0 enabling individuals and businesses to buy an

Smartlink Token SMAK

The escrow tool leverages smart contracts for creating digital
agreements for business and peer-to-peer transactions.
Parties may use contract templates to enter their own
conditions and transact without having to trust each other.

A utility token used on the Smartlink platform built on the FA
1.2 standard. Smartlink users can use SMAK to bene t from
fee exemption, escrow rewards, staking program and vote
through a governance mechanism.

Marketplace

Smartlink API

A decentralized marketplace where products and services
can be purchased and listed for retail customers and
business clients. Smartlink marketplace is crypto-friendly and
provides a seamless user-experience for Web 3.0.

The API will allow developers to bring escrow payments,
multi-cryptocurrency support and other key functionalities to
third-party platforms such as eCommerce websites, apps or
marketplaces.
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Escrow payments tool
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Strengths
Tokenization allow for new economic models that couldn’t exist or sustain before, combined with more security, speed,
and ef ciency. Smartlink uses the power of Tezos institutional smart contracts to build a scalable platform for the new
marketplace 3.0.

Built on Tezos

Built-in Escrow

Web 3.0
Marketplace

+15 supported
cryptocurrencies

Low fees
(From 0% to 1%)
Smartlink API

fi

Milestone
payments

Native SMAK Token
(Incentives and
governance)

Reward program
(up to 20%)

Staking
(up to 20%)

Governance
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The product
Private transactions
Transactional Escrow tool is a simple yet
powerful Web 3.0 form to buy and sell products
and services online or in-person securely.
Buyers, sellers or brokers can start a transaction
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in just a few clicks by sending out an o er
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The product
Public transactions
A marketplace for individuals or
businesses that wish to list products
or services and gain exposure to a
new audience.
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The product
Dashboard

In-depth analysis for vendors and API users.

Buyers and sellers can receive or leave reviews.
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Use cases
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Ecosystem landscape
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Technical
architecture
Smartlink is designed around
interoperability, security and
community incentives to become
the world’s most secure, complete,
and crypto-friendly escrow
solution that powers marketplaces
and eCommerce platforms
for Web 3.0.
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Competitors
No market player is rewarding
their customers or o ering all
those services together.
Escrow.com is the leader in the online
escrow space with no serious competitor.
The company has processed $5B as of
today. The platform is built and relies on the
traditional banking system requiring paperintensive processes and a wide range of
expensive licences in order to operate.
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None of these companies have the
infrastructure to support Web 3.0
functionalities and o er the services that
will be in demand tomorrow.

Escrow service

Payments processing
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Token economics
Escrow fee exemption:

SMAK Staking:

Smartlink will waive the 1% processing fee for escrow
smart contract transactions using SMAK for payment.
The only fees involved will be the Tezos gas fees.

Staking is an independent functionality where users get
rewarded for locking their SMAK on the platform without
having to start a transaction. The reward structure for stakers
goes up to 20%.

Escrow rewards:

On-chain governance:

Buyers will receive 20% rewards for staking SMAK
through the transaction period. When a buyer pays in
SMAK, his payment is automatically staked until the
completion of the transaction, which generates an
escrow reward in-line with the current staking rates.

Smartlink community members will need SMAK tokens to
bene it from the on-chain governance system and participate
in critical platform decisions, such as adjusting staking and
escrow reward APR, development proposals, and revenue
strategy.
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We are considering the following distribution*:

Revenue model

Fee = b + Op = 100%
Buyback = s (if s < 50%, b = 50%)

If the buyer pays in SMAK, there are no transaction charges,
except gas fees, and the buyer receives in return 20% staking
rewards. If the buyer pays in supported wrapped tokens,
a 1% fee applies.
The platform fees are distributed between Smartlink’s buyback
Program and Operations to create a fair and healthy
equilibrium.

Treasury = 100% - b

*Op = % allocated to Operations
s = % of SMAK staked on the platform including the
amount of collateral locked in escrow
b= Buyback program
Examples:
A: if s = 22% then b = 50% & Op = 50%
B: if s = 74% then b = 74% & Op = 26%
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Revenue model
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Staking model

*

*Escrow rewards are based on the 20% APY.
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Roadmap

Deliverable

Description

Technical speci ications

The document detailing every aspect of Smartink’s architecture and implementation requirements

Tezos Smart contract

The contract has been originated and con igured on testnet

Contract deployment

The smart contract has been deployed and Michelson artifacts created

Escrow feature

The escrow feature is functional and available for testing

Marketplace interface

A demo of the marketplace with basic required functionalities is available for testing

Item/service listing

Users can list items or services using the demo interface

Delivery tracking

The mechanism allowing users to track their delivery has been implemented

Wallet integration

Spire (Beacon) wallet has been integrated. It allows any user to log into platform using the browser
extension. We will provide more wallet options

Testing docs

A guided documentation is available for testing the features and a basic version of the frontend

UX/UI Design

UI/UX mockups have been designed for the back/frontend and are ready to be integrated

Partnerships

Partnerships with two large enterprises have been formed with the aim of deploying a testnet
environment of Smartlink’s escrow payments processing.
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Latest work
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Roadmap
Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Q2
2021

Smartlink incorporation
Tech speci ications
Core team building

Seed investment closed
Platform UX/UI
Whitepaper published

Smart contract testnet
Escrow feature deployed
Marketplace on tesnet

Wallet integration
Public sale (ICO)
Migration to mainnet

Enabling SMAK payments
Enabling wrapped tokens
Escrow reward integration

Q2
2021

Q3
2021

Q3
2021

Q4
2021

Q4
2021

Enabling SMAK staking
NFT implementation
Milestone payments

KYC integration
On-chain arbitration
Mobile app development

On-chain governance
Strategic partnerships
Smart contract audit

Multi-stakeholder feature
Ownership certi icates
Fiat payments integration

Open API development
Improved legal framework
Targeted ad campaign
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Q1
2021

f

Q4
2020
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Economic Advisor

Blockchain Engineer & Tech lead

Strategic Advisor

Smart Contract Engineer

Serial entrepreneur, scaled several
companies to millions of dollars in
ARR across 4 different industries:
Telecom, Marketing, eCommerce
and Fintech

10 years of experience as a
seasoned Fintech entrepreneur
(Sourcing Force), bootstrapped the
company from zero to $16M in
revenue, marketplace expert

DeFi specialist, Tezos baker and
blockchain researcher, vast
experience in micro-incentive
strategy, staking models and onchain architectures

Blockchain researcher and
technical architect with years of
experience in leading high-level
blockchain projects (Octo
Technology / SmartNode

Over 10 years of experience in
business strategy and
communication, specialized in DeFi
projects, digital assets and Tezos
environment

PhD researcher in blockchain
technology, security and
cryptography, specialized in
building, testing, and auditing smart
contracts

Charles Augu

Jules Bertrand

Prakash Pandey

Jasmine Johal

Antoine Lahogue

Joe Al-Khayat

Ecosystem Backend Architect

Infrastructure Reliability

Brand Manager

Strategic partnerships

Growth advisor

Dispute Resolution Advisor

Off-chain and on-chain integration
mechanisms, backend
development, data ow, Smartlink
ecosystem framework

Network infrastructure, monitoring,
maintenance, sustainability of the
Smartlink platform and smart
contract security

Extensive experience in building
brand authority and fostering
community engagement for
blockchain and DeFi projects

Partnerships and sponsorships,
branding, performance marketing,
growth, digital marketing, retention
and loyalty.

Over 15 years of experience in
customer acquisition and sales
management, entrepreneur, keen
crypto investor.

Lawyer & Mediator of common law
jurisdictions including the UK and
Australia. Co-Founder of RDO
having advised governments
around the world in online dispute
resolution.
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COO & Co-Founder

.


CEO & Co-Founder
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Anastasia Duchesne

.


Konstantin Grouzdev
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Jeremy Martin

.


Adrien Hubert

.


Oliver Audino

.


Ben Constanty

.
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Team
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Thank you 🙂

